Preventive Maintenance Meeting Minutes

May 19th, 2016 8:00-9:00am

Draft Agenda

State Activities
- Select each states top-5 ideas
  - Add why it’s important in the form – add in the table
    - Action. This was discussed but not ranked. Need Associate members involved.
- What is missing from the list – add to the bottom of the list
  - Action. See revised list
- Items to drop/Combine
  - Action. Not completed
- Tech Transfer Topics
  - Added items from last meeting
  - What else?
    - Action. Not much discussion on this issue.
- Short-Term Research
  - Don’t worry about now – future after MnROAD Update and some discussion

MINUTES

General NRRA: Associate members are being assigned to Teams this week. We will need to bring them up to speed. Tech transfer team is working on a process to get the teams going. Documentation is being added to the web site, take a look.

PM Team. Jerry discussed the main line and available cells. As the best ideas are ranked, we will need to see how they mesh with the available cells. New ideas discussed, are listed below.

- Michigan spot in the preventive maintenance team is currently vacant.
- Jerry. Starting slower until the associate members are involved.
- Ben. Tech transfer developing forms to use.
- Ben. PCC grinding on low curves. An issue with ASR.
- Todd. Scratch (HMA) with paver and chip seal vs. 1” HMA vs. 23# micro with chip seal on top.
- Pete. Mastic over bad areas, mastic used as a scratch type solution and chip seal, or leave without a surface treatment.
  - Ned. County using “full panel replacements” with mastic type products.
- Mark. Using cold patch and micro on top.
- Ben. Can we chip seal half of the 2016 cracking cells?
- Tom. A MN county (Jackson) is doing scratch with micro and chip seal over top.
- Jason. Cell one is structural so a thin mill and fill with fibers has been tried in MO.
To do:

- Add new ideas to “Preventive Maintenance Topics” word.docx.
- Members will need to rank Top 5. Ben and Cassie will help organize the list of topics. Can Ideascale help to rank topics?